Is Your Apartment Building – and Your Business – Fully Protected Against Financial Disaster?

Make sure your apartment insurance covers….

- The full cost of rebuilding after a fire – up to $15 million per property.
- Liability coverage of up to $1 million to protect you against a lawsuit.
- Monthly rent for damaged units that can’t be rented for up to 18 months.
- A bill from your local fire department for services rendered up to $10,000.
- Up to $1,000 cash to help displaced tenants find new lodging after a fire.
Call for—or download—this valuable FREE REPORT today!

How to Protect Your Rental Investments

It’s packed with dozens of tips to help keep your business profitable and your apartment building safe.

Including:

** 14 ways to protect your real estate investments against dangerous apartment fires, water damage, and other disasters.
** 18 steps to reducing your chances of a liability loss.
** How to establish and enforce a fair pet policy.
** 12 items insurers look for when they inspect your new property—each of which can affect the cost of insurance coverage.
** 12 ways to prevent costly workers compensation claims.
** Safeguard your business against catastrophic losses.
** 10 things you can do to make playground areas safer.
** 8 steps to ensuring proper apartment insurance coverage.
** 15 best practices and safety tips for apartment house and condominium managers.
** A 12-point monthly inspection program for your building.
** 8 questions to ask the agent when shopping for apartment insurance.
** And much more.

There is no cost or obligation to receive this FREE Report … but the advice it contains may be priceless!

To get your FREE REPORT, just call us at XXX-XXX-XXXX today. Or visit [PURL]. There’s no commitment, nothing to buy.
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